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Motivation

● AI needs to communicate with humans 
conveying visual and textual info

○ use cases: assistive systems for 
visually impaired, assistants (like 
Siri/Alexa)

● It will become common to have two 
agents communicate with each other 
towards a goal, say, reserving a table 
(like Google Duplex)

● We want these conversations to be 
interpretable to humans for sake of 
transparency and ease of debugging

Interpretable, 
goal-oriented dialog 
between artificial agents
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Motivation

● Humans adhere to natural language 
because they have to interact with an 
entire community

● Having a private language for each person 
would be inefficient

● Previous work on visual dialog showed a 
pair of agents adapting to each other start 
communicating in a private language to 
maximize the flow of information

We propose a multi-agent dialog framework 
(MADF) where each agent interacts with and 
learns from multiple agents; and show that it 
results in more coherent and 
human-interpretable dialog between agents, 
without compromising on task performance

Interpretable, 
goal-oriented dialog 
between artificial agents
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Problem Statement

● Formulated as a conversation between two collaborative agents, a 
Question (Q-) Bot and an Answer (A-) Bot

● A-Bot given an image and a caption, while Q-Bot is given only a 
caption - both agents share a common objective, which is for Q-Bot to 
form an accurate mental representation of the unseen image

● Facilitated by exchange of 10 pairs of questions and answers between 
the two agents, using a shared common vocabulary
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VisDial Dataset

1. The VisDial dataset1 contains ~80k images each with 10 pairs of 
questions and answers, collected from humans

2. To elicit temporal continuity, grounding in the image and naturalistic 
conversations, workers were paired on AMT to chat in real time

3. One worker (Q) saw only the caption to a hidden image, and had to 
ask questions about the image to ‘imagine the scene’ better

4. The 2nd worker (A) saw image and caption, and had to answer the 
questions 

5. 10 pairs of questions and answers exchanged for each image

1 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Visual dialog." Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. Vol. 2. 2017.
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Overview

1. The agents (Q-Bot and A-Bot) are pre-trained on the VisDial dataset 
using supervision1. They do not interact with each other in this phase

2. This is followed by making them interact and adapt to each other by 
reinforcement learning2

a. They are rewarded by the environment to maximize transfer of 
information with each QA pair

b. The transition from supervised to reinforcement learning is 
handled smoothly via a curriculum.

1 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Visual dialog." Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. Vol. 2. 2017.
2 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Learning cooperative visual dialog agents with deep reinforcement learning." arXiv preprint arXiv:1703.06585 (2017).
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Visual Dialog RL Framework

Note: The agents have been pretrained on the VisDial dataset before 
interacting as shown above
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1 Lu, Jiasen, et al. "Best of both worlds: Transferring knowledge from discriminative learning to a generative visual dialog model." Advances in Neural 
Information Processing Systems. 2017.

Agent Architectures
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1 Lu, Jiasen, et al. "Best of both worlds: Transferring knowledge from discriminative learning to a generative visual dialog model." Advances in Neural 
Information Processing Systems. 2017.

Agent Architectures
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Training Methodology

1. Two agents, a Q-Bot and an A-Bot are first trained in isolation via 
supervision from the VisDial dataset for 15 epochs

2. Then smoothly transitioned to reinforcement learning via a curriculum

a. For the first K rounds of dialog for each image, agents are trained 
by supervision, and for remaining 10-K rounds they are made to 
interact and train via RL. 

b. K starts at 9 and is reduced to 0 over 10 epochs

1 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Visual dialog." Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. Vol. 2. 2017.
2 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Learning cooperative visual dialog agents with deep reinforcement learning." arXiv preprint arXiv:1703.06585 (2017).
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Supervised Pre-Training

1. Both agents trained using a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) 
loss against the ground truth QA for every round of dialog1

2. Q-Bot simultaneously minimizes Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss 
between the true and predicted image embeddings2

3. Problems:

a. MLE results in repetitive, ‘safe’ responses (e.g. I don’t know, I 
can’t see)

b. No interaction during training leads to unexpected responses 
during testing when they interact with each other and face out of 
distribution QA

1 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Visual dialog." Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. Vol. 2. 2017.
2 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Learning cooperative visual dialog agents with deep reinforcement learning." arXiv preprint arXiv:1703.06585 (2017).
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Reinforcement Learning

1. Both agents allowed to interact with each other and learn by self-play1

2. No ground-truth data except images and captions

3. Q-Bot observes {c,q1,a1,...,q10,a10}, A-Bot observes {I,c,q1,a1,...,q10,a10} 
I : image, c : caption, qi,ai: i

th dialog pair exchanged where i = [1,..10]

4. Action: Predict words sequentially until a stop token is encountered (or 
max length reached)

5. Reward: Incentivizing information gain from each round of QA, 
measured using the predicted image embedding yt  

No motivation to stick to rules and conventions of English language2, 
making the RL optimization problem ill-posed

Learn by 
REINFORCE

1 Das, Abhishek, et al. "Learning cooperative visual dialog agents with deep reinforcement learning." arXiv preprint arXiv:1703.06585 (2017).
2 Kottur, Satwik, et al. "Natural Language Does Not Emerge 'Naturally' in Multi-Agent Dialog." arXiv preprint arXiv:1706.08502 (2017)
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Multi-Agent Dialog Framework 
(MADF)

We create either multiple Q-Bots to interact with a single A-Bot, OR 
multiple A-Bots to interact with a Q-Bot - and randomly pick one pair of 
agents to interact for each batch of images, and learn via REINFORCE
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MADF Algorithm
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Quantitative Results for Answer  
Ranking

Used VisDial v0.9 dataset, with 83k train images + 40k test images. 
Results are reported on the test set

We outperform all previous architectures in MRR, Mean Rank and 
Recall @ 10, showing consistently good answers

While RL-1Q,1A performance drops (since it is being optimized for image 
estimation and not answer ranking, unlike SL), our multi-agent systems 
RL-1Q,3A and 3Q,1A recover most of the performance gap

About the Metrics: Mean Rank and 
MRR compute the average rank (and 
average of their reciprocals), 
respectively, assigned to the ground 
truth answer, over a set of 100 
candidate answers for each question 
(provided in the VisDial dataset). 
Recall@k computes the percentage of 
answers with rank less than k
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Quantitative Results for Image 
Retrieval

Fig. shows Image Retrieval 
Percentile Score (Y-axis) vs Dialog 
Round, from 1-10 (X-axis)

The score is calculated by ranking 
the Q-Bot’s prediction of the image 
over all 40k images in the VisDial 
test set

1. While the performance of SL decreases (because of the nature of 
LSTMs to forget), the performance of our RL systems (RL-1Q,3A 
and RL-3Q,1A) remain constant

2. This, combined with previous result, validate our hypothesis that 
our multi-agent dialog framework results in more coherent dialog 
without compromising on task performance
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Qualitative Evaluations of 
Generated Language by Humans

1. 20 evaluators shown one image and the 10 QA pairs generated for 
4 systems, asked to rank on each metric

2. Overall Coherence of 1Q,3A and 3Q,1A ranked much better

3. Q-Bot more relevant in 1Q,3A and A-Bot more relevant in 3Q,1A 
which proves our hypothesis that exposure to multiple agents to 
interact with improves relevance
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Sample Generations
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Future Work

1. Understanding why task performance (image retrieval score) does 
not improve with dialog rounds (though intuitively, with more 
information having been exchanged, it should!)

2. Improving the image embeddings used as ground truth to have 
richer information
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Conclusion

1. Through quantitative evaluations of answer ranking and image 
retrieval task performance, we show that our multi-agent systems 
generate interpretable dialog without compromising on task 
performance

2. Through qualitative evaluations of dialog relevance and coherence 
by humans, we show that our multi-agent systems produce more 
coherent dialog

3. This approach has also been validated in related works published in 
parallel:
a. Cao, Kris, et al. "Emergent Communication through Negotiation." arXiv preprint 

arXiv:1804.03980 (2018).

b. Lee, Jason, et al. "Emergent translation in multi-agent communication." arXiv preprint 
arXiv:1710.06922 (2017).
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Thank You!

Questions?

Code: https://goo.gl/gc6dGZ

Github: https://goo.gl/gc6dGZ


